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Welcome to the Summer 2019 edition of Recovery
Matters, a magazine put together by the Media Group
of Aberdeen in Recovery. We want to make recovery
visible and celebrate the process, as well as tackle
serious isues relevant to people who have experience
of problematic substance use. Our recent award of
charitable status, a great achievement, will open up
more funding opportunities to help support our further
development.
In this edition, our front cover captures just a few
great moments and a fantastic day out for AiR’s
representative team, the Airheads at the Annual
Recovery Olympics held in Stirling in June. Find out
more on pages 4 and 5.
Our main feature highlights the impact a loved one’s
substance use problems can have on family members.
The article provides some compelling research
evidence supporting a family member’s right to their
own person centred recovery.
Also featured is the inspirational story behind our
exciting new weekly fitness taster sessions, two
enlightening recovery journeys through the programs of
overeater’s anonymous and ORT and me. All this and
a beautiful poem, a tasty lunch to try and much more to
whet your appetite for all things recovery.
ABERDEEN IN RECOVERY
The Credo Centre
14-20 John Street
Aberdeen AB11 5AL
Tel : 01224 638342
Mob : 07936 008808
Email: info@aberdeeninrecovery.org
Web: www.aberdeeninrecovery.org
Look us up on Facebook @AberdeeninRecovery
Follow us on Twitter AiR_Aberdeen

Charity Status
for AiR DC
The 14th March 2019 was a day of
special celebration for Aberdeen in
Recovery (AiR). A wee aspiration
that the founding members of
our organisation had envisioned
became a reality that day as we
were awarded registration by
the Office of the Scottish Charity
Regulator (OSCR) as a charity.
Following a lot of preparatory
investigation at committee meetings
it was decided that the best
option for AiR was to apply for
registration as a Scottish Charitable
Incorporated Organisation (SCIO).
This legal form, which is unique to
Scottish charities, enables AiR to
enter into contracts and employ
staff. It also provides a high degree
of protection against liability and
protection for our Board of Trustees.
SCIO’s must meet certain legal
requirements. So, although
charitable registration does, involve

a fair bit of administrative, recording
and reporting work, being a SCIO
does offer us advantages.
Certain sources of grant funding
are only open to organisations with
charitable status. Charities are able
to raise funds from the public, grantmaking trusts, national and local
government bodies more easily than
non-charitable organisations. They
are widely recognised as existing for
social good.
Importantly AiR also gains
“credibility” as while operating as a
SCIO we are able to give the public
the assurance that we are a bonafide organisation which is monitored
by the Scottish Charity Regulator.
In becoming a SCIO we were
required to elect a board of trustees
and we currently have filled seven
of the twelve seats so are looking to
fill these remaining positions.

Our constitution states that our
board will be made up of a minimum
of seven members who have had
direct lived experience of substance
use and recovery therefrom, this
includes family members affected
by the addictive behaviours of a
loved one. The remaining 5 seats
can be filled by individuals who
have specialist experience or skills
which could be assistive to the
board. There are also some legal
requirements and criteria that has
to be met, details are available on
www.oscr.org.uk .
So if you are interested and
meet the required criteria above
please send an email to info@
aberdeeninrecovery.org or call us
on 01224 638342.
Aberdeen In Recovery’s
registered SCIO number is
SCO49125

Come and meet us at
AiR Community Rooms @ Elim Church
50 Marischal Street
Aberdeen
AB11 5AL
This publication and the training required for all three
stages of the AiR Time Project were provided by
a grant from the Aberdeen City Alcohol and Drugs
Partnership Fund.
Aberdeen in Recovery, (also known as AiR) is a
Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation (SCIO)
regulated by the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR).
Scottish Charity number SC049125

Supported by
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Recovery Month
celebrates its
30th Anniversary
The idea of creating and dedicating a whole month
to the promotion of recovery was initially conceived
by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA) in the USA way back in
1989.

The Fourth Famous
Annual Recovery Olympics

TB

The morning of the 5th of July
found the Aberdeen Recovery
Team, “The Airheads” meeting
at dawn ready to prepare to
represent our members at this
prestigious event. To be honest
it was 9am and the combined
coughing, limping and groaning
would have alarmed many a
health professional. But we
departed full of vigour, well nearly,
and lots of enthusiasm for the
event.
Three hours later and after
only getting slightly lost we
arrived at the event, relieved
that orienteering was not one of
the challenges. Full of glee we
registered for the events, ably
assisted by Cammy, our Forth
Valley liaison chappie. In particular
we were hopeful of being placed
in some events, the sprint
represented by Duncan the Dash,
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the egg and spoon race with Joan
the Juggler, who also excelled in
the sack race, and Speedy Sam
in the relay. Sarah and Lynn were
also teaming up for this. Lynn
also ably supported Tim the Target
in the archery.
From these events it must be
clear that the event was less
about our sporting prowess and
more about meeting, likeminded
people, making new friends and
growing the recovery community.
In this respect we were all winners
along with the whole recovery
community.
The effort put into organising this
mammoth event was down to
the heroes from the Forth Valley
Recovery Community, it was they
who deserved a gold medal that
day. Well organised and run with
great friendship and humour, not
to forget the truly audacious buffet

lunch they laid on for us.
There isn’t space here to do the
day justice so look for the next
edition of Recovery Matters to
learn the fate of our intrepid
athletes.

The theme behind that first month was “Treatment
Works!” which honoured the work of substance use
treatment professionals in the field. It later evolved
in 1998, when it expanded to include celebrating
the accomplishment of individuals in recovery from
substance use disorders. It expanded once again
in 2011 so National Recovery Month now includes
mental illness.
This ‘blue sky’ concept crossed the pond to the UK
in or around 2000 and has continued to grow in its
reach and participation. It is a marvellous platform for
Scotland’s ‘Recoverists’ including family members,
friends and loved ones to share how a willingness
to adopt and implement an attitude of change and
commit to recovery, on a daily basis, has enabled them
to fulfil their potential.
Now in its 30th year the Recovery Month of September
has become a global phenomenon. It highlights the
achievements of individuals who have reclaimed
their lives in long-term recovery while recognising the
dedication of treatment and recovery service staff and
providers.
Recovery Month events promote the message that
recovery in all of its forms is possible and encourages
citizens to take action to help expand and improve
the availability of effective prevention, treatment, and
recovery services which are truly person centred and
are delivered with compassion. They also emphasise
the need to listen to the voice of experts by experience
and local recovery communities, share resources
and assist in building collaborative networks who all
support the recovery agenda.
We ‘Recoverists’ who have reclaimed our lives can
really promote the virtues of what being in recovery
actually means. We do this by offering hope to those
who still suffer, challenging stereotypes and the myths
surrounding addiction. We increase public awareness
and further a greater understanding of how proactive
recovery works by visibly challenging “stigma” by
association, public, structural and self.
So whether your participation is in attending the
Recovery Walk Scotland 2019 in Inverness on the 21st
September, organising a recovery fair, a cake bake or
running a recovery training event from within your local
community be sure to get involved as,
“Together we are stronger”.
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Weekly Fitness Taster Session
with AiR at Elim Community Rooms
Last July I suffered from a DVT,
pulmonary embolism, severe
paralysis and blood infections.
This required several months on
Ward 111, ARI, being pumped with
antibiotics. I left on crutches able to
move just a few steps, with ongoing
back spasms. Determined not to
relapse, I hid away. My depression
& anxiety returned, my diet was
terrible, so I more than doubled
my weight by the end of last year.
Something needed to change,
and upon advice from ADA, every
week since leaving hospital I have
regularly attended AiR, as an AiR
member, finding out about the
charity, after looking for something
to fill the ‘void’, having given up
many bad habits. So this July marks
one full year of ‘active recovery’,
after over 25 years alcohol,
recreational, then hard drugs
addiction. Encouragement and
support from AiR, helped my return
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to personal fitness. Steadily losing
body fat and rebuilding strength, I
was soon fit to coach fitness.
I have completed the DART Self
Coaching and Awareness course.
I am following the AiR volunteer
pathway towards becoming
volunteer, activist and then
ambassador. I was humbled in May,
by the AiR committee, allowing
me to volunteer my time, coaching
fitness. So every Monday, I began
coaching entry level fitness taster
sessions, at AiR community rooms,
Elim. These are set at a very easygoing level and are not over taxing.
My idea was to perform fun, ‘forever
fitness’, family friendly and recovery
safe sessions. Fitness has always
been, and always will be, a huge
part of my life. Since becoming an
assistant instructor late 80s, I went
on to become a full Instructor in
the 90s. I have since completed

many other fitness, health and
nutrition qualifications. I have talked
to many people who trained hard
as kids/teenagers/young adults.
Many found that after stopping all
that training, that they missed that
natural serotonin. So unluckily I,
like some others, turned to other
substances for enhancing my mood.
But there are many better ways, like
getting into fitness.
The fitness taster sessions have
been geared towards those
returning to, or first getting into
health & fitness, but are equally fun
for all. Ensuring that these simple
routines can also be performed
in members’ own time, at home,
without fancy specialist clothing/
fitness equipment and with limited
space. These sessions have
been very well received by those
attending all who state they found
them beneficial.

I am so excited that from August
there will be a regular fitness group
on the AiR timetable. This group will
continue along the same lines as
the taster sessions. Together, every
week, we will set individual fitness
goals and look at fitness progress.
With an aim to consistently boost
both fitness and fitness knowledge.
Something incredibly powerful for
me was reading books by, and
watching YouTube clips from Dr
Robert Lustig (the hacking of the
American Mind). My aim with the
Fitness group is also to promote
enjoying and being content in the
moment. Dr Lustig tells us, for
contentment and to boost fitness,
well-being and health, you always
need the 4C’s (everything your
mother told you, but you forgot!).

C= Connect, face to face contact
and having empathy
C= Contribute, making the world
a better place, volunteering
C= Cope, reduce stress, improve
serotonin, with more sleep,
mindfulness and exercise
C= Cook, healthy balanced
meals, preferably cooked fresh,
reduced sugar
Everyone is welcome at the
fitness group which currently
run on Mondays 2pm – 3pm, but
keep an eye on our website and
Facebook page as these dates
may change.
By S.R.
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Family members right to their own Recovery
In some arena’s addiction is
described as a family illness.
This doesn’t necessarily mean to
say that it runs, or is genetically
linked, in families but rather that
the heartache, bewilderment,
frustration and rage caused by
addiction can equally damage those
family members who live with the
outcomes caused by another’s
problematic substance use and
addictive behaviour.
Have you ever asked yourself
the question, “why would I need
help? It’s not me that’s got the
problem?” Do you allow yourself
to be restricted from seeking help
specifically for yourself because of
the debilitating impact of stigma?
How much does stigma surrounding
drug use result in you suffering very
negative impacts on your social life
and interactions with others? Has
this led to you having feelings of
helplessness and isolation, these
being exacerbated by feelings of
guilt and shame that families can
often feel?
How often do mums, dads,
siblings, husbands and wives and
grandparents repeatedly say “I don’t
know what to do for my loved one!
I’ve tried everything and nothing
seems to work?”
How many of these same damaged,
bewildered, helpless and hopeless
angels of mercy have ever
considered that addiction and
additive behaviour causes severe
impact on not only the individual,
but to a greater and lesser degree,
those closest to them?
How often are these traumatised
human beings being treated for
depression and/or anxiety where
the root cause could be placed at
and with, “unaddressed trauma?”
How often are these physical and
emotionally draining ailments,
‘historically and continually’ being
treated by ever increasing doses of
medication rather than the family
member being provided the same
8

person centred, holistically based
recovery support that is provided to
the individual who is trapped in the
cycle of addiction?
A study into the ‘The impact
and harms in relation to anxiety,
depression and mental wellbeing
experienced by families of those
with substance misuse in Scotland’
commissioned by Scottish Families
Affected by Alcohol & Drugs (SFAD)
and conducted by the University of
Edinburgh in 2015 produced the
following key findings:
• Family members affected by 		
the substance use and addictive 		
behaviour of a loved one scored 		
“significantly lower” in regard to
their mental health and wellbeing
than the Scottish national average.
65% of respondents score
for levels of anxiety fell into the
moderate to severe category
and over 50% suffered levels of 		
depression at the same moderate
to severe levels.
A further study into, “Supporting the
Supporters” compiled by the UK
Drug Policy Commission (UKDPC)
provided the following statements
and facts:
• Adult family members of people 		
with substance use problems
often suffer a wide range of
negative consequences
- emotional, financial and 		
physical. They are frequently an
unrecognised, unappreciated
and unpaid resource providing 		
economic and other forms of
support to their loved one. The 		
shame and stigma they often feel
can lead to isolation and make 		
them reluctant to seek help.
• Nearly 1.5 million adults will be
significantly affected by a 		
relative’s substance use
• The cost of the harms they 		
experience as a result amounts to
about £1.8 billion per year; and
• The support family members

DC

provide to their loved ones would
cost the NHS or local authorities 		
about £750 million to provide if it 		
were available
These figures are minimum
estimates, but nevertheless
demonstrate the enormous
impact of substance use on adult
family members and highlight
the importance of identifying and
supporting this unrecognised group.
So, isn’t it time that family members
are given the opportunity and a
platform to voice their stories,
concerns and desires? We respond
with a resounding, and very loud
affirmative YES. So, it is our
intent to provide a regular space
within future ‘Recovery Matters’
publications for this to be done.
We enthusiastically encourage
and request that you get in touch
with us if you would like to air your
experiences, good and bad, and join
with other family members local and
national so that collectively we can
make a difference.
Family Support Groups meet
regularly on Wednesday
evenings and Friday afternoons.
There is also a Family
Bereavement Support group
meeting on the first Tuesday of
every month. For more details
contact the following
Aberdeen in Recovery (AiR)
Tel 01224 638342 or Mobile
07936 008808 email at info@
aberdeeninrecovery.org . Website
www.aberdeeninrecovery.org
Alcohol and Drugs Action Tel
01224 577120. Helpline on 01224
594700 or email helpline@
alcoholanddrugsaction.
org.uk . Website www.
alcoholanddrugsaction.org.uk
You can also access a whole
range of support with Scottish
Families Affected by Alcohol &
Drugs (SFAD). Tel 08080 101011
email at helpline@sfad.org.uk.
Website www.sfad.org.uk

We understand how hard it can be for family members living with someone with
an addiction. It can sometimes be a very dark, lonely place, but you aren’t alone.
Midlothian Family Support Group meets every 2nd Monday at 6.30 to 8.30pm within
Glenesk Centre, 1-5 Duke Street, Dalkeith. It’s run by family members who have
experienced similar circumstances and is here to help you recover.

AI -Anon info wasn’t in the folder

PLEASE CALL SANDRA ON
TELEPHONE: 07549 510387
OR 0784555 7503
The LEAP family programme is funded by the Edinburgh & Lothians Health Foundation
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Lizzies Lovely Lunches
Corned Beef Hash
Ingredients:
Hi Folks Liz here, kept these
recipes simple and quick, they can
also be prepared in advance but
not really suitable for freezing.
Remember food should be fun and
never a chore. There are as many
versions of recipes as there are
cooks and as you’re the cook it’s
your recipe that’s right. Add
your own twist, favourite flavour
or garnish, remember it’s your
dish. ENJOY

1 pound potatoes - Maris Pipers or King Edward are
good for mashing.
1 large onion (Chopped)
I clove garlic (Crushed)
½ pint good beef stock
1 small tin corned beef

Method:
• Boil the potatoes in the stock, add the onion and
garlic halfway through.
• Drain when soft.
• Add the corned beef
• Mash until you reach the desired consistency.
• Add some gravy granules for colour or a dash of tomato
puree if you fancy
• Serve with oatcakes

Chicken

Breast
Filled wit
Cream
h
Cheese

Ingredients:
One chicken breast per portion
Three rashers of smoked streaky bacon per breast
50g cream cheese per breast

Method:

With a low monotonous
rumble the old iPhone drags
me from my dreams and into
the real world, it’s 4.30am
and the cycle begins. Into
the kitchen, switch on the
kettle, put the porridge
on the stove and add the
necessary into the mugs.
Stage two, find my meds,
prepared the night before, a
total of 18 tablets, swallow.
Stiffness and pain slow me
down until the morphine
kicks in, about 20 minutes.
Wake my ever suffering wife,
always a joy, as if it’s my fault
that time has moved on. A
few expletives (sweary words)
and the next phase begins.
Porridge and hot buttery toast
(yum yum!) and a hot cup of
tea. Slowly the world slides into
focus, not always a pleasant
view, but trust me any view is
better than none at all. Don’t
live in the past but sometimes
use it to jog your memory and
learn to appreciate the future:
some people don’t have any.
I pull on a fleecy and a pair
of shoes and take my wife to
work, I’m home by 5.30am,
nearly three years since I was
able to work and I miss it. Not
the money but the routine,
the challenges and most of
all the companionship of my
colleagues. The ability to share
your life and experience with
others. Suppose I’m a little
lonely in that respect.

a “Cuppa with a Purpose at
Elim”. Sometimes funny, even
hilarious, aching ribs are a
sign of a particularly good
session. Sometimes though
people share more sombre
feelings, it’s whatever life has
thrown at us that dictates
the process. Whatever it is,
there is companionship and
understanding, judgement
and stigma are banished from
these rooms, the past is gone,
the future is good.
Home to my wife by 4’ish, find
out about her day, what her
friends and colleagues are up
to. It’s a bit like living life by
proxy, a bit vicarious and I’m a
little envious of her. I miss the
minutiae of life a lot.

HOPE
DH
Since being in recovery my life’s taken
on many different stages of change.
Perhaps the most notable being that
of a strong support network: Building
Recovery Capital. Thus enabling
me to feel safe in my surroundings,
allowing the positivity to grow, while
moving forward in my life. When I
thought about what AiR means to me I
decided to write a poem which helped
describe my feelings better.

You make us see hope
like never before.
Seems like democracy’s
failed us
Or they’ve heard it all before.
You make us feel wanted

We have supper, I usually cook
and wash up. We talk, read,
listen to music even watch the
telly. Reflect on what has been
and what may be. We make
plans for the future which may
or may not come to fruition,
who knows.

unjudgemental ears and kind

But this much I know for sure,
whatever may be; good or bad,
happy or sad, planned or by
chance, whatever occurs I’m
happy to be a part of it. Once
I nearly lost it all, ceased to
exist, but by the grace of God
and some very special people
I’m still here and I’m damn sure
I’m going to enjoy it. So should
you.

beyond the fear.

words clear.
Your timeless work is
amazing.
Somewhere you find refuge
Thank you to everyone associated
with Aberdeen in Recovery. Your
kindness and caring ways will forever
be cherished.

It’s Monday, a good day in
my week, mid-morning sees
me meeting colleagues for

•
•
•
•
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Beat out the chicken breast.
Spread the cream cheese evenly over the breast
Roll the chicken into a tube
Lay out the bacon flat and place the breast at one end.
Wrap it in the bacon
• Roast in a hot oven at 200 degrees centigrade for about 20 minutes
depending on size.

A Day in the Life TB
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ORT Recovery and ME
Life can be challenging enough
without having to cope with the
chaos of addiction and being parked
on prescription medication with little
or no full recovery in sight.
“ORT and ME Is about a recovery
meeting and programme to help
you get off Opiate Replacement
Therapy (ORT). To stop relying on
methadone, suboxone and subutex
and live a truly drug free life.”
Let’s ask ourselves some questions:





What would recovery from ORT
mean to you?
What would life be like without
having to stand in line at the 		
chemist every day?
Is there somewhere else you’d
rather be?



Is there someone else you’re 		
waiting to be?



Come and see ORT recovery 		
for yourself at your local ORT 		
recovery meeting.



There will be people there just
like you, who are from your
area and have successfully
reduced and detoxed from 		
ORT.



It could be you too!
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LA’s Story
THREE YEARS ORT FREE!
At the start I felt I was no-one,
parked on methadone, isolated and
broken. Then I discovered ORT and
Me. It seemed that recovery was
possible and people did reduce and
come off methadone. That glimmer
of hope was so significant in my
life. I made an instant connection
at that first meeting over four
years ago. I started reducing my
methadone and the level of support
and encouragement was amazing,
especially as it was coming from
my peer group and their lived
experience. By learning about
myself, who I was and who I wanted
to be I became open and honest for
the first time since my addiction.
Now my life has changed
enormously. I feel I have really
achieved so much: DART, Recovery
Coaching and the Recovery
College. But they are only pieces
of paper, certificates. What it really
means is that throughout my
recovery I can reach out to others
and help, them on their journeys.
Not least of all is the fact that
recently I celebrated three years of
being ORT free myself. At times the

journey is tough but strength can be
found in sharing things, especially
with those with lived experience
and the fact that it’s with my peers.
Never give up trying.
L’s Story
IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF
AN ADDICT
It will be about four years this
Christmas since I first went to ORT
@ The Timmermarket. It was the
time of year that I dreaded the most;
alone, isolated and caught solely by
my addiction. I met a wonderfully
strong woman who made me aware
that I didn’t have to be stuck on
medication, parked on methadone
in my case. I felt that being on
“meth” meant that I could continue
using illegal substances on top until
my money ran out and could avoid
the “rattles.”
At first I thought that being loud
and brash, interrupting people
and generally being feral was OK,
as long as I could avoid using
substances that I could live a
normal life. How wrong I was! The
woman I met was loving, caring and
honest, someone I could look up to,
a role model. Slowly I started to sit

in a chair and despite my chaotic
head and my chaotic lifestyle I’d
try to listen. I turned up weekly on
60mls of methadone, antipsychotics
and whatever I had been using on
top. I would endeavour not to butt in
whenever people were sharing what
was going on for them or giving a
massive drug log! I gradually learnt
to start to trust people, well in my
case only one or two. Often it was
only on a one to one basis after
the meeting. Then I felt it was time
to change a little more and began
to not using anything on top of my
“meds.”
I met with a worker from Alcohol
and Drugs Action (ADA) and one
from the Timmermarket. With my
permission they teamed up and
made me aware that I was able to
choose my own Recovery Path.
At first we sat down once a week
and started to put my house in
order, my finances and other
practical things needed addressed.
Also, many emotional issues
needed to be dealt with. I now had
someone to speak to about what
I needed to do next and who to
approach to help me. In the second
year I had reduced my methadone
to 35mls (with my doctors’
approval) and had stopped using

antipsychotics completely.
A lot of my psychological
issues were based around
my addiction and with
the correct support and
guidance I felt I no
longer needed those
medications.
Unfortunately, things did not
go to plan, I began to drift
away from my peer group
and their recovery that had
meant so much to me, I
stopped paying attention
to my Recovery Path and
its foundation. I began
missing appointments
with my worker at ADA and
attended fewer and fewer meetings
including the fellowship ones.
In short I relapsed and before I
realised I was back to square one.
My conscience felt bad and soon
my health began to deteriorate with
blood clots in my legs among some
of the truly scary things happening
to me. I was ashamed and broken,
my head so full of negative thoughts
that it became hard for me to see
reality. I made my way back to an
ORT meeting, my head full of bad
thoughts and barriers. However,
once there I realised that all those
thoughts were in fact only in my

head!
There was no
real barrier to coming back to ORT,
my Recovery Path was still there
waiting for me, along with hope and
love. I knew that everyone there
really was glad to see me back.
My journey is still ongoing and I
hope I get the chance to tell you
more of my success story in the
next issue of Recovery Matters.
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Drugs and Alcohol recovery
Training (DART) TB

I

had been abstaining from
alcohol for many years
when I first encountered the
Self Coaching and Awareness
Course which is delivered by
Alcohol and Drugs Action (ADA)
as oart of their DART programme.
Following advice from my GP
I had contacted Aberdeen in
Recovery (AiR) as she felt it
would benefit me. After my initial
meeting and invitation to attend
the DART course I felt slightly
apprehensive. After all I had been
in recovery for over eight years,
or so I thought.
Our first session was taken up with
the usual process of registration
and course content and meeting
our fellow members etc. For some
reason I had expected most people
to be older, around my age. Wrong!
This was the first example of how
little I knew about addiction and its
victims. More was to follow.
But this course was about me
and my journey, to educate and
enable me to truly enter recovery
and develop a positive and useful
life. Within a few weeks I would
have learned to look deep into my
psyche and examine who I really
was. At times this was not an
entirely pleasant view, but entirely
necessary to resolve the negative
issues that led to such a fractured
existence.

The core of DART is self-coaching,
self-awareness and selfmanagement. To develop and grow
I needed to look deep inside myself
and understand the processes
that I used to form opinions, how
I perceived the world around me
and how I interpreted it. Sounds
complex but it wasn’t, it made
perfect sense and changed the way
I perceived the world around me.
It explained why I felt so much
anger and frustration in my life, why
I had such a massive sense of guilt
on my shoulders. It then allowed me
to rationalise these feelings to deal
with the past and focus on the future
in a positive light.
We talked about the learning
journey and recovery capital and
the stages of change, how to realise
where we are in these journeys
and how to manage them to keep
ourselves on the right path. Above
all I learned to be honest with myself
and not to hide behind the past
or incorrect assumptions. There
is no huge epiphany, no lightbulb
moment but gradually it all makes
sense. When it does then you start
to realise what recovery really is.
For me it allowed me to move into
a phase of my life where I focus on
the future and forget the past, or at
least stop it controlling the future.
It’s hard to describe how this feels
but I look forward to each day, my
life has purpose and within the

recovery community I have friends
and colleagues who support me and
nobody judges me. On the whole it’s
a sweet place to be and a journey
well worth taking.
By the way for those who are
intrigued by the Chillin Chicken
here’s the tale, at the end of each
session we would all have to
squeeze the chicken to make it
cluck, then we would tell how we
felt and what we had achieved.
This added a touch of silliness to
what may have been a potentially
awkward moment. Now I don’t
recommend squeezing chickens
willy nilly but it did work for us, Cluck
Cluck for now.
TB

A new Freedom
It’s been eight years since I found
Al-Anon and began my recovery
journey. In 2013, I watched my mum
die of cancer and I am so grateful for
my fellow Al-Anon and AA members
and the tools of recovery which
supported me through that challenging
time. A year later I gave up smoking
(again!) and I began to see, not for
the first time, how much my nicotine
addiction had been masking a
much deeper-rooted addiction. I
had been overweight or obese my
entire life since the age of 9 or 10. I
had some awareness that I was an
emotional eater and I was becoming
increasingly aware of how significant
my relationship with food was. Food
had always played a major role in
my life – when I was sad, angry or
upset it gave me comfort and when I
was happy and wanted to celebrate
it brought me joy. Along with the
comfort and joy food also provided an
anaesthetic to the persistent emotional
pain I was living in. I have written
about my overwhelming feelings in the
previous edition of Recovery Matters
and food was one of the major ways I
suppressed all these feelings.
My eating was out of control (again!).
I had given up on diets because I
couldn’t sustain them. I was eating
full fat food and drink like it was
going out of fashion. I was spending
money I didn’t have on food I didn’t
need. I was consistently overeating
and was regularly binging on excess
food. I was heading for a size 20
again which is no mean feat for a

wee 5ft lassie. The biggest realisation
was how much I was using food to
isolate. I was disconnecting from
my family and friends, from myself
and from my higher power. A whole
sea of emotions had been rising up
since getting into recovery and it
was time to sink or swim! Due to my
ongoing involvement with Aberdeen in
Recovery (AiR) I was aware of a lovely
woman whose recovery was around
food and I found the courage to get in
contact and ask for help. We met for
a cuppa and a blether and I was met
with understanding, compassion and
love. I was also given a ray of hope
that there was a way out of my current
hell.
I was introduced to the program of
Overeaters Anonymous (OA) and
once again my life was changed.
I found a fellowship of people just
like me. Who had dysfunctional
relationships with food and had
learned to live life on life’s terms
without the need to overeat, binge or
restrict. Giving up smoking was easy
– we don’t need nicotine to survive.
Food is a different matter. I found a
food plan which gave me boundaries
and structure around my food for the
first time in my life. That plan continues
to work for me today in my fifth year
of food abstinence and has helped
me maintain a five stone weight loss.
Prior to OA I could never keep weight
off because I always ended up back
in the food. I didn’t know how to deal
with my emotional pain. OA gives me
the tools to work through my feelings,

to deal with them without the need
to distract or suppress them with
excess food. I feel doubly blessed
to have found another fellowship
and programme of recovery which
helps me become who I am meant
to be, free from food obsession and
compulsive overeating. Now that
I have found a way of living which
works for me, my life and my recovery
continues to expand...
Read the ongoing story of Lynn’s
recovery journey in the next edition of
Recovery Matters.
For more information about
Overeaters Anonymous and how
it can help you please visit https://
www.oagb.org.uk/, email general@
oagb.org.uk or call the helpline on
07798 587802.

Has the copyright been check for this image, do you have
permission to use it? If not, I’ll have to remove it before going to print.

“I put my hand in yours, and together we can do
what we could never do alone.”
OA Promise.
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contacts

ADA Helpline
01224 594700
Timmer Market
01224 651130
AA
0800 9177 650
NA
0300 999 1212
Al-Anon
020 7403 0888
SFAD
0141 221 0544
Gamblers Anonymous Scotland
0370 050 8881
Samaritans
116 123
Breathing Space 24hr Helpline
0800 83 85 87
Aberdeen Foyer
01224 373880
Overeaters Anonymous
07798587802
Citizen’s Advice
0808 800 9060
LGBT Scotland
0300 123 2523
Rape and Abuse Support
Aberdeen 01224 591342
Grampian Women’s Aid
01224 593381
St Machar Credit Union
01224 276994
Grampian Credit Union
01224 576990

Community Food Initiatives
North East (CFINE)
01224 596156
Families Outside
0800 254 0088
Aberdeen Multicultural Centre
01224 478203
Social Work Duty Team
0800 7315520
Emergency Out of Hours 01224
693936
Instant Neighbour
01224 489955
Family Planning
0345 337 9900
NHS 24 111
G-Dens 111

What’s On at AiR
Community Rooms
@ Elim Church
MONDAYS. 10.30 – 12.00 Cuppa
with a Purpose drop-in. 12:30pm –
1:30pm Recovery Meeting

Finally, if there are other
things that you would like to
see or ideas you may have
for a group/meeting please
get in touch.

Also....
Tune into shmuFM (99.8Fm
or www.shmu.org.uk/fm/
listen) for Recovery on AiR,
a weekly radio show, to
find out more about what’s
happening.
If you are interested in
attending any of the current
groups please feel free to
drop in to the community
rooms or if you would like
more information or a
member to meet beforehand
please either e-mail info@
aberdeeninrecovery.org or
call 07936 008808 or drop
into the AiR community
rooms at Elm Church

TUESDAY. 12.00-1.30PM
Bereavement Meeting (1st Tuesday Likewise, if you are
of the month). 1.00 – 3.00pm Media interested in any of the
Group. 2.00 -3.00pm ORT and Me
upcoming groups/training
please also contact us.
11.00-12.30pm SMART

Are you interested in event
planning or PR? Are you
someone who just loves to
THURSDAY.
organise? If so we would
12.00-1.30pm PUIR (Parents United
really love to hear from
in Recovery) on the 1st and 3rd
you as we always have
week of the month).
events coming up and
2.00-4.00pm Womens Group.
things to organise.
FRIDAY. 1.00-3.00pm Family
Support Group (fortnightly)
WEDNESDAY. 1.00– 2.30pm Cuppa
with a Purpose Drop-in.

